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Real-coded lattice gas model for ternary amphiphilic fluids
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We have developed an amphiphilic surfactant model in the framework of thereal-coded lattice gas~RLG!,
in order to analyze the dynamics and structure of ternary fluids. Formation of both the oil-in-water and the
bicontinuous microemulsion phases, as well as the reduction of surface tension by adsorption of surfactant at
interface are successfully reproduced in numerical simulations. Our model is simple in terms of description and
implementation, however, complex structures and dynamic behavior of the ternary fluids emerge from the
collective dynamics of the RLG and surfactant particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surfactants could reduce the interfacial tension and t
have been utilized as detergents in our daily lives and ind
trial fields. Typically, a surfactant molecule has a nontriv
structure, consisting of a hydrophilic head and a hydropho
tail. This molecular structure leads to the formation of va
ous kinds of structures in solvents, and the emulsification
ternary fluids composed of water, oil, and surfactants. T
formation of these structures is due to the energetic pre
ence for the sufactant to adsorb to interfaces, with conco
tant reduction of surface tension. These unusual prope
make the research of surfactant systems one of the mos
teresting and exciting topics.

Fluids containing surfactant molecules often exhibit co
plicated structures and dynamics at both the macroscopic
the microscopic scales. Additionally, they often exhibit co
plex dynamical phenomena. Numerical analyses by solv
Navier-Stokes equations, the continuous and averaged
scription of fluids, become inappropriate due to the bre
down of the underlying continuous and uniform assum
tions. Microscopic fluid models are good candidates for
simulation of surfactant systems, due to that molecular st
tures can be explicitly taken into account in a very natu
and rather easy way.

A number of reports on the simulation of surfactant s
tems by microscopic approaches have been published, e
using the molecular dynamics~MD! @1# or the Monte Carlo
@2# methods. These methods provide realistic simulatio
but they are far from practical in terms of their compu
tional costs. Simulations using the simplified MD, which a
low us to do the calculations with reasonable costs, have
also been tried, e.g., lattice gas automata~LGA! @3–5# and
lattice Boltzmann method~LB! @6#. Our approach here is to
model the behavior of surfactant molecules in a bottom
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way, as is done in LGA, rather than in a top-down way, as
the free energy LB approach. In LGA, one can reduce
degree of freedom of particles by using discrete space
time, and make particles undergo collisions as momentu
conserving state changes. Boghosian and co-workers@3# suc-
ceeded in modeling surfactant systems in the framework
the two-phase version of LGA. They also indicated the a
plicability of their model to nonequilibrium phenomen
which had never been accomplished by other methods. T
work was further developed to model three-dimensional~3D!
amphiphilic fluids @4# and flow through porus media@5#.
However, LGA are known to suffer great difficulties in a
curately reproducing the physics of real fluids and in na
rally dealing with the energy transport. In addition, the r
striction of discrete lattices lead to the rather complica
collision rules, especially in 3D geometries. On the oth
hand, the real-coded lattice gas~RLG! to which we imple-
ment the surfactant model is a strong method in respec
solving these problems of LGA.

In the following text, we first briefly introduce the RLG
and the real-coded immiscible lattice gas RILG, which is t
extended version of RLG for binary fluids. Then we w
describe the surfactant model and its implementation to
RILG. Finally we show numerical results reflecting som
essential features of surfactants in ternary fluids.

II. RLG AND RILG

The RLG evolves by a particle propagation process an
multiparticle collision process. Each particle updates its
cation in the propagation process byr85r1v, and its veloc-
ity in the collision process byv85V1s(v2V), whereV is
the mean velocity of the center of mass in the collision c
ands is a rotation operator. In these equations primes den
values after collisions. Mass, momentum, and energy are
cally conserved during the collision process. Velocity dist
butions of particles will be that of the Maxwell-Boltzman
when the system is relaxed to an equilibrium state. T
coarse-grained macroscopic behavior of the RLG has b
proved to follow the solution of the Navier-Stokes equatio
@7#.
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FIG. 1. Two-phase separatio
in RILG simulation. Randomly
distributed particles of two differ-
ent colors in the initial state seg
regate each other, until two mac
roscopic domains are formed
Parameters are the following: sys
tem size 64364, number density
10, temperature of the system 0.
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The RLG model for the single-phase thermohydrodyna
ics introduced above, has been extended into a model fo
immiscible binary fluids~we call this model the RILG@8#!
by introducing two colors,red andblue, given by the color
chargeCn of the nth particle,

Cn5H 11 if it is a red particle,

21 if it is a blue particle.
~1!

Similar to the Rothman-Keller’s two-phase LGA mod
@9#, an attractive force between particles of the same co
and a repulsive force between particles of different color
applied by defining the color flux vector

Q~r!5(
n

N(r)

Cn@vn2V~r!#, ~2!

and the color field vector

F~r!5(
i

wi

Ri

uRi u
(

n

N(ri )

Cn, ~3!
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whereN(r) is the number of particles in the local cell,vn

the velocity of thenth particle, V(r) the mean velocity
of particles in a cell. The weighting factors are defin
as wi51/uRi u, where Ri5r2r i , where r i is the location
of the center ofi th neighboring cell. The range of counte
i differs according to the definition of the neighbors. Wi
2D Moore neighbors, for example,i would count from
0 to 7. One can model the phase dynamics of
immiscible binary fluid by choosing a rotation angle f
each collision process such that the color flux vector po
in the same direction as the color field vector after t
collision.

Figure 1 shows the simulation of binary phase separa
using this model. Surface tension between the two fluid
verified to obey the Laplace’s law, see Fig. 2. Also, the d
main growth in the phase separation process are chara
ized with two distinct rates~see Fig. 3!, namely, a slow
growth rateR;t1/2 in the initial stage and a fast growth ra
R;t2/3 later, as has also been observed in other studies@10#.
~In this respect, thorough investigations considering the s
effects @11#, which have not been done in this study, w
produce interesting results from which more systematic c
clusions may be drawn.!
3-2
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III. THE SURFACTANT MODEL

A typical surfactant molecule has a hydrophilic head a
a hydrophobic tail. We model this structure by introducing
different type of particle. Figure 4 is a schematic descript
of the two-dimensional particle model.A and B correspond

FIG. 2. Verification of Laplace’s law for RILG. The pressu
difference between the inside and the outside of a droplet of ra
R, DP5Pin2Pout , was measured in a system of the si
4R34R (R516/32/64/128), averaged over 10 000 time steps. T
error bars are smaller than the symbols.T is the ‘‘temperature’’
which can be regarded as the indicator of averaged kinetic energ
particles and is defined byT5kT* /m (k is the Boltzmann constant
T* is the absolute temperature, andm is the mass of the particle!.

FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the characteristic wave numbe
RILG simulations of binary phase separation, averaged over se
independent runs. The domain growth is characterized by two
tinct rates, namely, a slow growth rateR;t1/2 in the initial stage
and a fast growth rateR;t2/3 later.
03150
d

n

to the hydrophilic head and the hydrophobic tail.G is the
center of mass of the surfactant particle. Color chargesCphi
andCpho are installed inA andB, respectively. If we take the
background RLG particles as water particles whose co
charges are positive,Cphi and Cpho should be set asCphi
.0 andCpho,0. The attractive interaction betweenA and
water particles and the repulsive interaction betweenA and
oil particles~aboutB, vice versa! are described. For simplic
ity, the mass of the surfactant particle is assumed to be c
centrated atG, the center of mass. We previously modeled
surfactant by introducing structured particles whose mas
are distributed as a dumbbell and succeeded in simula
micelle formation in an aqueous environment@12#. However,
the current model provides us with greater simplicity es
cially in describing the rotational motions of surfactant pa
ticles, though~as would be shown later! the ability to repro-
duce those essential properties of surfactant solution
adequately retained.

To summarize the model, it has a nontrivial color dyna
ics, whilst the momentum exchange with its neighboring p
ticles is the same as that of usual RLG point particles. Th
is thus no need to explicitly consider the effect of rotation
motions of the surfactant particle, which reduces the deg
of freedom of surfactant particles to only three paramete
that is, the location, the orientation angle, and the transla
velocity.

Calculations of the color fluxF(r) and the color field
Q(r) resemble those in the RILG. For the calculation
F(r), we use Eq.~2!, without taking the contributions o
surfactant particles into account. Note that motions ofA and
B only result in suppressing the tendency ofF(r) andQ(r) to
overlap each other, because they would not influence
‘‘noncolor’’ momentum exchanges.Q(r) will be determined
by considering both the distribution and the structure of s
factant particles. When a surfactant particle is located arG
with an orientation angleu ~see Fig. 4!, A andB ends of the
particle are located at

rA5S r Ax

r Ay
D 5S r Gx

r Gy
D 1S cosu

sinu D l phi, ~4!

rB5S r Bx

r By
D 5S r Gx

r Gy
D 2S cosu

sinu D l pho . ~5!

In these equationsl phi and l pho are the distance betweenG
and the hydrophilic end (A in Fig. 4!, and the distance be
tweenG and the hydrophobic end (B in Fig. 4!. We then add
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FIG. 4. The schematic description of the 2D surfactant mode
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FIG. 5. A ternary RLG simula-
tion of oil-in-water microemul-
sion. Parameters are the follow
ing: system size 64364, number
density of RLG particles 10, the
ratio of water:oil:surfactant
9:1:1, temperature of the system
0.2, color charges for hydrophilic
and hydrophobic ends Cphi

510.0, Cpho5210.0.
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the color chargeCphi andCpho to cells locating atrA andrB ,
which corresponds to modifying Eq.~1! into

Cn55
11 if it is a red RLG particle,

21 if it is a blue RLG particle,

Cphi if it is a hydrophilic head,

Cpho if it is a hydrophobic tail.

~6!

Equation~3! will be used as it is.
After calculating the color flux and the color field in eac

cell, we choose a rotation angle using the same metho
RILG, namely, the color flux vector overlaps the color fie
vector.

Finally, the orientation angleu of each surfactant particle
after the momentum exchange, is set in a way that it over
with the color field, which can be expressed as

S cosu

sinu D 5
F~r!

uF~r!u
. ~7!

IV. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Immiscible binary fluids reach their equilibrium stat
when the whole system becomes completely separated
03150
of

ps

to

two distinct domains. As previously demonstrated, the p
nomenon is correctly reproduced in the RILG simulation
With the addition of the surfactant, the binary phase sepa
tion can be arrested and the microemulsion phase will
formed. Two kinds of microemulsion phases can be form
depending on the relative amount of the oil/water/surfacta
One possibility is the ‘‘oil-in-water’’ phase where fine o
droplets stay suspended in the bulk water region with th
surface surrounded by the surfactant~the ‘‘water-in-oil’’
phase v.v.!. When the relative amount of water and oil a
nearly equal and sufficient surfactant is present, bicontinu
phase is formed where surfactant, water and oil are bic
tinuous in complex tubular shapes.

Figure 5 shows the phase dynamics of the ternary fl
where the ratio of water, oil, and surfactant is9:1:1. We can
observe that after a very short time the system reache
equilibrium state where small oil droplets are dispersed
the whole system. It is very different from the monotono
progression of the phase separtion in the immiscible bin
fluids. Our surfactant model works in the same way as r
surfactants, that is, bringing about dispersion and suspen
effects in ternary fluids. In this model, water/oil and hydr
philic heads/hydrophobic tails are symmetrically treated,
that ‘‘oil-in-water’’ phases and ‘‘water-in-oil’’ phases ar
completely equivalent.
3-4
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FIG. 6. A ternary RLG simula-
tion of the formation of the bicon-
tinuous phase. Parameters are t
following: system size 64364,
number density of RLG particles
10, the ratio of water/oil/
surfactant1:1:1, temperature of
the system 0.2, color charges fo
hydrophilic and hydrophobic end
Cphi510.0, Cpho5210.0.
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Figure 6 shows the phase dynamics when we increa
the relative amount of oil and surfactant so that the rela
ratio to water became1:1:1.Again we did not observe the
monotonous progression of the phase separation, but fo
tion of the bicontinuous phase was observed at a very e
stage essentially without any further change.

These visual observations can be quantified by calcula
the circularly averaged structure factorS(k,t). Some snap-
shots in the temporal evolution ofS(k,t) are plotted in Fig.
7. The figure also shows the results of the binary phase s
ration for comparison. In the latter case, a clear peak in
distribution of the wave number emerges after a short t
progression. Thereafter the peak increases its height w
shifting towards a smaller wave number until the system
into an equilibrium state. By contrast, in the formation
bicontinuous phase the structure factor has a much bro
peak by comparison with the very sharp peaks presen
binary phase separation. This fact indicates the formatio
complex structures with multiple characteristic length sca
in the bicontinuous phase.

Using these results we calculated the characteristic w
numbers bŷ k&5* ukuS(k,t)/*S(k,t), the inverse of which
is a measure of the average domain size. The results
plotted in Fig. 8 where the upper solid line denotes the e
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lution in the bicontinuous phase and the lower dashed
denotes that in the binary separated phase. We clearly
serve that the domainal growth is surpressed by adding
surfactants.

We also investigated the effect of surfactants on the s
face tension. In the analysis we used the mechanical de
tion of the surface tension for a flat interface perpendicula
y axis, that is,

s5E
2`

`

@PN~y!2PT~y!#dy, ~8!

wherePN(y) andPT(y) are the pressures in the normal a
tangential directions to the interface, respectively. The
system is 323128 with a flat oil-water interface initially
formed aty564. When there is no surfactant in the syste
the operation of rotating color flux relative to the color fie
causes a significant drop ofPT(y) in the vicinity of the in-
terface, whilePN(y) remains almost constant throughout t
system. As the amount of added surfactant increases,
color field will no longer be aligned with the normal direc
tion of the interface so that the peak drop inPT(y) declines
and finally vanishes when there is sufficient amount to fo
the bicontinuous phase, see Fig. 9. In the bicontinuous ph
3-5
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the whole system is completely isotropic and thus the surf
tension obtained by Eq.~8! becomes nearly zero, making
meaningless to continue the measurement with further
creased amount of surfactant. However, as long as the in
flat interface is maintained~as shown in Fig. 10!, the mea-
surement of the surface tension is meaningful by taking
average over sufficiently long time steps. Figure 11 sho
that the surface tension decreases as the concentration o
surfactant increases and that the larger the absolute valu
color chargesCpho andCphi is the faster the surface tensio
decreases. These results, therefore, indicate the effective
of our surfactant model in lowering the surface tension a
the close connection between the microscopic model par
eters and the macroscopic surfactant phase behavior.

FIG. 7. Temporal evolutions of the structure factor. In the f
mation of the bicontinuous phase~right! the structure factor has
much broader peak by comparison with the very sharp pe
present in the binary phase separation~left!.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have modeled surfactant molecules by particles
usual mass profiles but with special structures and imp
mented the model in RILG.

In a series of numerical simulations using our terna
model, we observed that due to the presence of the surfac
binary phase separation is arrested, resulting in the forma
of a stable microemulsion phase. The surface tension is l

ks

FIG. 8. Comparison of the temporal evolution of the charact
istic wave numbers in the formation of the bicontinuous pha
~solid line! and the binary phase separation~dashed line!. The data
were averaged over seven independent runs in the binary case
three in the ternary case.

FIG. 9. Distribution of PT for varying concentrations of the
added surfactant, averaged over 10 000 time steps. From the lo
most, the surfactant concentrations are 0%, 5%, 25%, 37.5%,
50%. Color charges for hydrophilic and hydrophobic endsCphi

51.0, Cpho521.0.
3-6
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FIG. 10. Snapshots afte
100 000 steps. Concentrations o
added surfactant are~a! 0%, ~b!
5%, ~c! 25%, and ~d! 50%. In
case ~d! the initial flat interface
completely vanishes to form a bi
continuous phase. The measur
ment of the surface tension i
meaningful as long as the initia
flat interface is maintained, a
shown in cases~a!, ~b!, and ~c!.
Color charges for hydrophilic and
hydrophobic ends Cphi51.0,
Cpho521.0.

FIG. 11. The surface tension with varying amoun
of surfactants in four sets of color charges for hydr
philic and hydrophobic endsCphi , Cpho . From the
rightmost, (Cphi ,Cpho) are (11.0,21.0), (12.5,
22.5), (15.0,25.0), and (110.0,210.0).
031503-7
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ered by the adsorption of the surfactant to interface, and
connection between the microscopic surfactant parame
and macroscopic surface tension behavior has been e
lished.
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It is worth mentioning that the model is simple enough
allow for a straightforward extension into 3D geometrie
Three-dimensional version of this model has also been
mulated and results will be published in the near future@13#.
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